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A LAST-MINUTE
CHRISTMAS CALL

Hotels and
dining got
DNC boost
But retailers missed
out on increased
spending from
political convention,
tax receipts show
By Steve Harrison
sharrison@charlotteobserver.com

T. ORTEGA GAINES - ogaines@charlotteobserver.com

Stephanie plays with her children – Aja, 5, and Kobe, 3 – at the Christmas Bureau after they got their presents. At the last
minute, Stephanie Boyd called the Salvation Army program to ask for help.

E M PT Y STO C K I N G F U N D

Mother on medical leave contacts Salvation Army
in desperation and finds relief for the holiday

How to help
Send checks to
Empty Stocking Fund,
P.O. Box 37269, Charlotte NC 28237-7269 or
go to charlotteobserver.com/emptystockingfund and use PayPal. For questions
about how to help
families, call Salvation
Army Donor Relations:
704-714-4725. Registration has been closed
for families seeking
help. Donations so far:
$255,782.21.
• LIST OF
DONORS, 2A

By Mark Price
msprice@charlotteobserver.com

Kobe is 3 years old and wants to be a
dinosaur when he grows up. His sister,
5-year-old Aja, intends to be a princess.
It’s the kind of childhood fantasy their
mother has encouraged, given they have
faced a reality far more grim in these final days before Christmas.
There’s no money for Christmas gifts,
said their mom, Stephanie Boyd, and it’s
possible that they’ll be without a home in
February.
Boyd, who has epilepsy, said she had
hit rock bottom on Wednesday, when she
called Charlotte’s Salvation Army to beg
for toys from its Christmas Bureau – two

+

months past the registration deadline.
The agency’s director of communications, Shelley Henderson, picked up the
phone.
“I heard this little voice say, ‘I need
help for my kids,’ ” recalled Henderson.
Then she heard Boyd begin to cry.
“She sounded helpless. She sounded
like she needed something good to happen,” Henderson said.
When the two met for the first time on
Friday, 28-year-old Boyd cried again but
for entirely different reasons.
Henderson handed her a free bag of
toys and two red Christmas stockings
stuffed with goodies, paid for in part by
SEE LAST-MINUTE, 2A

The Democratic National
Convention was a boon to
the local hospitality industry,
but its impact on other parts
of the Mecklenburg economy appear limited, according to an analysis of sales tax
data from the N.C. Department of Revenue.
The hotel industry had
perhaps its best month ever
in September, with revenue
up 82 percent compared
with the same period in 2011.
During what is historically
a slow week, just after Labor
Day, area hotels were
packed.
They were able to charge
twice or three times their
usual rate.
County restaurants and
bars also posted strong sales.
But outside of those two
sectors, the four-day DNC
didn’t appear to boost retail
spending.
Tax receipts for sales outside of hotels, restaurants
and bars increased by just
under 2 percent in September compared with the same
month in 2011.
In the previous six
months, those sales had increased by just under 7 percent on average.
The economy had been
strengthening and Mecklenburg consumers appeared
more willing to spend.
It’s possible that in Sep-

Sales tax increases
Here is the monthly revenue
for Mecklenburg County
from general sales taxes
receipts. The percent increase refers to the growth in
sales tax compared with the
same month a year earlier.

2012
Month
Sept.
Aug.
July
June
May
April
March
Feb.
Jan.

Receipts
in
millions
$31.4
$28.9
$29.3
$32.5
$30.3
$29.4
$32.3
$27.6
$26.5

Change
+8.3%
+2.7%
+4.8%
+6.9%
+8.5%
+6.2%
+11.5%
+12%
+5.8%

$35.6
$28.4
$28.5
$29

+5.7%
+7.4%
+11.2%
+13.7%

2011
Dec.
Nov.
Oct.
Sept.

— SOURCE: N.C. DEPARTMENT OF
REVENUE

tember, local consumers felt
uneasy and slowed their
spending – a decision that
had nothing to do with the
convention.
“Outside of the hospitality
industry, there doesn’t appear to be much going on,”
said Craig Depken, an economist at UNC Charlotte who
has studied the economic
impact of political conventions on host cities.
Wells Fargo economist
Mark Vitner, who reviewed
sales tax receipts at the Observer’s request, said it apSEE DNC, 8A

Holiday Card Contest

Acquiring failed banks, squeezing borrowers
BB&T among lenders whose
tactics for repayment have
been questioned by judges,
commercial-loan customers
By Kerry Singe
ksinge@charlotteobserver.com

BB&T Corp. is attracting scrutiny from
judges and complaints from some commercial borrowers who say the lender is
aggressively pushing for full repayment of
troubled or maturing loans when it acquires failed banks.
The complaints focus on an FDIC pro-
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gram designed to help banks that acquire
failed lenders. The FDIC agrees to reimburse those banks for a portion of the losses they incur.
But a growing number of borrowers say
the arrangements, known as shared-loss
agreements, have unintended consequences.
They say the agreements give banks
that buy failed institutions less incentive
to work with customers at those banks.
That’s because the acquiring banks get
partially reimbursed – usually 80 percent
of the original principal – when commercial loans lose value or projects fail.
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In a ruling this spring, a Florida judge
said
Winston-Salem-based
BB&T
breached its duties of good faith with a
borrower because the bank “was motivated to behave in such a manner as a direct
result of (the shared-loss agreement).”
The judge ruled that BB&T “stood to
profit by declaring a fraudulent default”
and collecting reimbursement for losses
from the FDIC. The bank also stood to
gain, the judge said, by foreclosing on the
property and holding onto it until a real
estate turnaround occurred.
The judge halted the foreclosure, and
SEE BANKS, 4A

‘READ MY LIPS’
STILL INSPIRES GOP
President George H.W. Bush’s
broken tax pledge is affecting
Republican views on a “fiscal
cliff” deal. 15A

K9 unit has expansive mission
JOHN D. SIMMONS jsimmons@charlotteobserver.com

Police unit in 2011 responded
to 3,520 calls for service. 1B

Olivia Thomas,
12, is the
daughter of
Pam and
Garren Thomas
of Huntersville.

More than 400 children entered the
Observer’s 11th annual Holiday Card
Contest. Each day through Christmas, we’ll
publish one of our favorites on the front
page. There were so many great cards that
we’ll also publish more in the Carolina
Living section of Tuesday’s (Christmas
Day) Observer.

SEE MORE HOLIDAY CARDS
Go to charlotteobserver.com/holiday.
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One developer’s battle
BB&T, which acquired a
failed bank in Alabama and another in Georgia after the financial crisis, has been heavily
involved in the share-loss program. It has roughly $3.7 billion
in assets protected by sharedloss agreements – the fourthlargest amount among U.S.
banks, according to research
by Forum Realty Capital in
Charlotte. U.S. Bank ranks first,
with roughly $10.6 billion in
protected assets. Neither Bank
of America Corp. nor Wells
Fargo & Co. have any sharedloss loans.
One of the banks BB&T acquired was Alabama-based
Colonial Bank, a regional bank.
Colonial focused heavily in
real estate lending, both residential and commercial. It was
particularly active in Florida
and other overheated markets.
New York developer Ed Kalikow and his partners took out
a loan from Colonial in 2007 to
develop land near Chapel Hill.
About two years later, Colonial
abruptly stopped advancing
funds for Kalikow’s project.
Soon afterward, the bank
failed, having paid out only $3.5
million of an expected $4.4 million for his loan.
Infrastructure work for the
45-acre site suddenly stopped,
just three-quarters complete.
Because the developers halted their work, a buyer backed
out of the deal, Kalikow says.
The buyer was going to build
an independent living facility,
to be run by Duke University
Health Systems. Kalikow and
his partners planned to build
around 70 residences there.
Kalikow said he hadn’t
missed a payment until Colonial failed to fund the loan as
promised. He said he was
pleased when BB&T took over
because he thought he could
restart the project. Kalikow

+
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Top shared-loss banks
Banks with the most assets covered under shared-loss
agreements:

• from 1A

BB&T has appealed the case.
BB&T said in a statement it
“is proud of our practice of
seeking work-out solutions on
delinquent loans that benefit
both the client and the bank.”
The bank disputes the idea that
shared-loss agreements influence its decisions on individual loans.
The FDIC says the borrowers’ problems stem not from
shared-loss agreements but
from failed banks that were
poorly managed. The agency
says the agreements are the
most effective way to deal with
the fallout from bank failures
caused by steep losses on bad
commercial real estate loans.
The agreements quickly return
a failed bank’s assets to the private sector, the agency says.
The
complaints
about
shared-loss agreements – and
about banks aggressively seeking repayment – highlight how
the once-cozy relationship between commercial real estate
developers and banks has
soured.
Property values plummeted
in the real estate meltdown,
and all types of lenders are increasingly demanding full payment for loans they once routinely renewed.
It’s unclear how many foreclosures have happened because of shared-loss agreements. But critics say the practice is depressing real estate
markets and delaying the economic recovery.
U.S. Rep. Lynn Westmoreland, R-Ga., member of the
House Financial Services
Committee, fears the agreements are causing unintended
harm to entire communities.
Westmoreland sponsored a
bill asking the FDIC’s inspector general to look into the
agreements’ effect. A report is
due to Congress in January.
Westmoreland, a former
construction executive, said he
doesn’t blame the banks, because they are following the
FDIC’s terms. He thinks the
agency needs to rework
shared-loss agreements to provide better protection for commercial borrowers, who include not only big developers
but small real estate investors.
“The banks’ aggressiveness
has caused many communities
to lose a lot of their wealth,” he
said. “It’s caused people to lose
their retirements and their
kids’ college funds.”
Some critics worry more
bank failures are to come –
meaning more borrowers
could find themselves answering to new holders of their
debt. Real estate analytics firm
Trepp said in October that of
6,000 banks it analyzed, one in
eight is at risk of failing, largely
because of steep commercial
real estate losses.
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Bank
U.S. Bank
OneWest Bank
Banco Popular de Puerto Rico
BB&T Corp.
New York Community Bank

Amount covered under
shared-loss agreements
$10.6 billion
$8.35 billion
$3.9 billion
$3.7 billion
$3.4 billion

— SOURCE: FDIC AND FORUM REALTY CAPITAL

DAVIS TURNER - BLOOMBERG NEWS

Regarding its handling of loans from its shared-loss acquisition of Alabama-based Colonial
Bank, BB&T said it “is following our long-standing prudent standards to minimize losses.”

How shared-loss agreements work
When a bank or thrift fails, the FDIC takes it over. The agency
then reaches out to find a bidder that will buy the failed bank’s
assets and assume the deposits. The FDIC agrees to share
potential losses with the winning bidder.
The goal of these shared-loss agreements is to encourage
healthy banks to buy failed ones by protecting the acquirer
from heavy losses. The FDIC also tries to maximize returns for
creditors of failed banks.
With commercial loans – such as those to small businesses,
developers, or small real estate investors – the FDIC will typically reimburse the acquiring bank 80 percent of the original
loan principal. The FDIC argues that this saves money since it
would be more costly for it to sell a failed bank’s assets piece
by piece.
The FDIC says shared-loss agreements have saved it $41
billion through July 31. Banks have collected $20.6 billion from
the FDIC in shared-loss agreements since 2008.
The money the FDIC uses when it takes over a failed lender
comes from its deposit-insurance fund, which is paid for by
banks and thrifts, not taxpayers.
Consumers and borrowers benefit, the federal government
says, by “keeping the assets of the failed bank in the community and preserving banking relationships for customers who
have both deposits and loans in the failed banks.” Critics, however, maintain that some banks have been too quick to declare
loans in default, and collect on the losses from the FDIC.
— KERRY SINGE

and his partners had stopped
paying on the loan when Colonial failed to pay advances.
Kalikow said BB&T refused
to talk and told him and his
partners to repay all of the loan
or face foreclosure. He said he
believes BB&T wanted the
project to fail so it could be reimbursed for a portion of the
losses from the FDIC.
“This is a $100 million project that would have brought
jobs. It would have enhanced
the tax base,” Kalikow says.
“I’ve been saying, ‘I want to
come in and work through the
project. I want to pay you
back.’ ”
The FDIC says the loan was
in default before BB&T acquired it because the scope of
the project changed, a claim
Kalikow denies.
Kalikow then sued BB&T.
This spring, in what legal experts say may be one of the first
N.C. rulings involving sharedloss agreements, a judge ruled
Kalikow and his partners have
the right to sue BB&T for
breach of contract.
The land, meanwhile, sits in
weeds.
Kalikow said he is considering his next legal move. He said
he and his partners have been
told to hand over the property.
They are not paying on the
loan. As of early December,
BB&T had not started foreclosure proceedings.
“This is not a pie-in-the-sky
thing. This was a real project,”
Kalikow said. “We did nothing
wrong. Yet, we are the collateral damage here.”
The bank said it strongly disputes Kalikow’s allegations
“and submits that they only tell
one side of the story.” It did not
comment further.
Regarding the Colonial acquisition, the bank said:
“BB&T is following our longstanding prudent standards to
minimize losses that may result from acquired loans.”

FDIC examining hard choices
The FDIC says it understands bank failures can disrupt communities. Still, banks
that acquire failed ones are not
supposed to be “philanthropic” or forgive debt, said Pamela
Farwig, deputy director of the
FDIC’s Division of Resolutions
and Receiverships.
“These banks failed for a
reason,” she said. “A lot of
these loans should never have
been made.”
The money the FDIC uses
when it takes over a failed lender comes from its deposit-insurance fund, which is paid for
by banks and thrifts, not tax-

payers.
Banks that acquire failed
lenders are required by federal
law to maximize their recovery, Farwig says.
That may mean choosing
not to work with borrowers
when loans default or mature.
Or it could mean pursuing
remedies that lenders often ignored in the real estate market’s boom days, such as declaring a loan is in default if a
borrower fails to make payments on other debts.
The FDIC and banks “are
going to pursue every avenue
to get that asset repaid,” Farwig
said. “I think people are a little
shocked we are actually going
to call them on a document
that they signed.”
The FDIC also disputes that
shared-loss agreements create
an incentive to demand full repayment from borrowers.
That’s because banks are allowed to apply for losses as
soon as the loan is considered
impaired. This can occur as
soon as the acquiring bank
takes over a loan and learns
that the collateral has lost value.
If acquiring banks are able to
recover money on devalued assets, however, they must repay
some of the gains to the FDIC.
“When a bank decides to
foreclose, it’s a business decision,” said Dave Davis, an assistant director with the FDIC.
“Loss-share isn’t playing a factor.”
The FDIC does not comment on operating banks. In
general, Farwig said, the agency is not concerned about
banks abusing shared-loss
agreements.
The FDIC has received
more than 500 complaints
from borrowers concerned
with how an acquiring bank is
handling their loan. About 5
percent, or roughly 30, were
filed against BB&T. BB&T has
acquired nearly 45,000 loans
under shared-loss agreements.
The FDIC was unable to provide data on which banks received the most complaints.
Atlanta attorney Jerry Blanchard of Bryan Cave, LLP,
which represents banks, said
banks that acquire failed lenders are limited in what they can
do with loans. For example, if a
bank significantly modified a
loan, that new loan could be excluded from the FDIC’s
shared-loss protection.
The real estate industry has
drastically changed and some
loans no longer make sense, he
said.
“We’ve come through a very
difficult time,” he said. “It’s not

a question of somebody wanting to be mean. … It’s just what
the numbers show.”
The banks have an incentive
to maximize their recovery, he
said. “They don’t have an incentive to maximize relationships with borrowers.”

‘A scorched-earth strategy’
Jesse Ray, a Florida attorney
battling BB&T in court over attempted foreclosures, contends that banks with sharedloss agreements are more likely to prolong costly court battles or refuse to discuss loan
settlements.
He said banks generally
don’t like one of their borrowers to file for bankruptcy since
that limits what the bank can
recover. Now, he said, a borrower’s decline into bankruptcy ensures the loan loses value
and the bank can recover on
most of its losses.
“Loss-share banks are way
more aggressive. They are very
litigious,” said Ray, who is involved in nearly two dozen
lawsuits against BB&T and
other banks. “They will drive
you into the ground. It’s a
scorched-earth strategy that
doesn’t make any sense.”
BB&T,
for
example,
“breached its duties of good
faith and fair dealing” when it
tried to foreclose on a loan for a
mini-storage facility near Tampa, a Florida judge found.
Two investors had borrowed $5.2 million from Colonial Bank to build the facility.
Colonial was required to provide written notice when payments changed from interestonly to principal-and-interest
but never did. Colonial then
“improperly” demanded borrowers repay, the judge found.
BB&T continued the foreclosure when it acquired Colonial, court records show. The
bank also said the loan was in
default because one of the
guarantors had defaulted on a
separate, unrelated loan. A
judge found the bank acted improperly, since it was a guarantor, not the borrower, who defaulted.

In his ruling, 13th Judicial
Circuit Court judge William
Levens wrote: “A bona fide default never occurred, and the
resulting loan acceleration and
lawsuit were improvidently
initiated by (BB&T) for purposes of trying to maximize
collection
simultaneously
from the FDIC.”
The bank, he wrote, “committed significant wrongdoing
and breached the implied duty
of good faith and fair dealing of
a financial institution.”
The judge also ruled that
BB&T “stood to profit by declaring a fraudulent default.”
Ray said the borrowers
fought BB&T in court for two
years over the loan. At one
point, he said, the court appointed a receiver for the property at the bank’s request. Under the receiver, the property
produced less income than
when the borrowers controlled it, Ray said.
In general, Ray said,
“through litigation, BB&T is
driving (borrowers) into financial ruin and maybe bankruptcy.”
BB&T has appealed. It said
in a statement: “Our goal is to
strike a balance between the
clients’ needs for adequate

funding and our ability to offer
affordable credit.”
Some commercial borrowers, however, are starting to
speak out against what they see
as unfair treatment by lossshare banks.
Scott Davenport, a Georgia
real estate investor, held meetings last spring trying to organize fellow borrowers. He
plans to hold more. Georgia
has led the nation in bank failures, with more than 80 institutions failing since 2008.
Davenport said one sharedloss bank, Georgia-based
Hamilton State Bank, told him
he was in default on a performing loan because the loan documents included a former
partner who had run into problems with a separate loan. Davenport said he’d bought out the
partner years ago and hadn’t
missed a loan payment in more
than a decade.
Officials with Hamilton
State Bank didn’t return a call
for comment.
Said Davenport: “I never
saw it coming where when you
were still willing to make your
payments, they would still take
your stuff.”
Singe: 704-358-5085

